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CD COMPILATIONS
Sound o f Africa -  218 CD series originally published as LPs by Hugh Tracey 
(for scholarly purposes)
Music o f Africa -  25 CD series originally published by Hugh Tracey as LPs 
(organized by geographic area and instrument type-general 
audience)
Historical Recordings by Hugh Tracey - 22 CD series with informative booklets 
covering Hugh Tracey’s 18 field excursions throughout sub 
Saharan Africa (produced by M. Baird, SWP Records).
BOOKS (Out of Print)
African Dances o f the Witwatersrand Gold Mines (1952) by Hugh Tracey (HB with 2 
CDs)
The Icila Dance -  Old Style (1952) by A.M. Jones and L. Kombe (PB monograph) 
Lalela Zulu 100 Zulu Lyrics (1948) by Hugh Tracey (HB)
Sound o f Africa Catalogue (1973) Vols I and II by Hugh Tracey (PB)
Introduction to Dance Literacy (1978) by Nadia Nahumck (HB)
Lion on the Path (1967) by Hugh Tracey (HB with 2 CDs).
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